

Human sciences
To what extent are the human sciences reliable? Can human behaviour be subject to laws in the same way as the
material world? What constitutes good evidence in the human sciences?
In TOK , the term “human sciences” includes many of the subjects in group 3 (individuals and societies) in the
Diploma Programme. In simple terms, the human sciences study the reality of being human. More specifically,
the human sciences study the social, cultural and biological aspects of human existence. If we add the study of
human behaviour to this definition then the Diploma Programme offerings cover a range of human sciences
including psychology, social and cultural anthropology, economics and geography.
A fundamental difference between human sciences and natural sciences is in the interpretation of the word
“science”. The human sciences might be classified as science because they use the scientific method to test the
validity and reliability of hypotheses. However, unlike the natural sciences, the phenomena they try to explain
might not possess hard and fast laws that admit no exceptions. They might therefore resort to statistical
methods to establish their findings, producing knowledge that is less reliable in terms of issuing predictions


Knowledge framework

Scope/applications

•
•
•



Concepts/language

Methodology

•
•
•

key concepts such as opportunity cost in economics
use of mathematical language to suggest intellectual rigour
problems with wording of questionnaires and the difficulty of neutral
language

•
•
•
•
•

experimental method
use of questionnaires, polls
direct observation of human behaviour
use of models
use of reason to construct plausible theory consistent with other
accepted knowledge in the field
some assumptions of human rationality (economics), or law-like
behaviour (psychology)
use of statistical methods—on what basis to choose things like
significance levels of tests?

•
•

•

Historical development

•
•

•
•

Links to personal
knowledge

investigate and understand human behaviour
includes a diverse range of disciplines: anthropology, economics,
psychology, sociology
some disciplines aim broadly to predict human behaviour (economics,
applied sociology)

•
•
•

early views of economics as study of man as a maximizer of utility have
been replaced by modern behavioural economics which sees man as
essentially irrational and heuristic
early ideas of anthropology as a study in human progress have been
replaced post-Boas with less value-laden perspectives
Freudian psychodynamics have been replaced by a drive towards empirical
observation of behaviour in modern functional theories in psychology
understanding of self as a locus of consciousness, as an economic
agent or as an individual defined relative to a social background
significant contributions made by individuals in all fields: Smith,
Ricardo, Keynes, Friedmann in economics, Boas in anthropology, Freud,
Watson in psychology
modern economics and psychology are more collaborative, although
anthropology seems to be more open to individual contributions
to what extent is it legitimate for the inquirer to draw upon his/her
own experiences as evidence in his/her investigations in the human
sciences (the verstehen approach)?
to what extent are personal factors such as gender and age important
in the human sciences?

Areas of knowledge

Human sciences are less able to predict because humans have
free will. But human sciences nevertheless try to establish laws
of human behaviour. How can this be?
To what extent are the methods of the human sciences
“scientific”?
There are exceptions to laws in the human sciences. To what
extent then are these actually laws?

Knowledge
questions

How can one eliminate the effect of the observer being part of
the system in the human sciences (see the Hawthorne effect in
psychology or the field worker being part of the community in
anthropology)?
In the verstehen approach, how might the emotions of
the investigator as object of study affect the result of the
investigation?
How can one rely on the results from questionnaires given
the problems of wording, leading questions, sampling and
selection effects and the fact that respondents might not either
know the truth about their own intentions or indeed tell it?
How can we judge whether one model is better than another?

Examples of possible topics of study
The relationship
between the human
sciences and the
natural sciences

Observation and
the effect of the
observer

Polls, questionnaires
and leading
questions

Predictions, trends
and laws
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